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Care delivery is pivoting back toward a more patient-

centric and decentralized model, but today’s 

healthcare supply chains are not compatible. 

Zipline delivers products faster and at a 

lower cost than the closest ground based 

alternatives, enabling true decentralized care by 

delivering what is needed, when its needed - whether

to the ambulatory facility, or directly to the patient’s home. 

Zipline runs the only nationwide 

drone delivery networks in the 

world, powered by the fastest 

and most reliable long distance 

delivery drone. Across the 

United States and around the 

world, someone gets a Zipline 

delivery every 4 minutes. 

100,000+ successful 
commercial deliveries

500,000+ products 
delivered

8 million miles of 
autonomous flight

25 million customers 
serviceable from Zipline 
distribution centers

To provide every human on Earth with 
instant access to vital medical supplies.

20 drone hubs 
completed or under 
contract in USA, India, 
Ghana, Rwanda and 
Nigeria

Increase home care and 

telehealth, avoiding costly visits 

to ED or urgent care. $169 saving 

per virtual visit (Nord et al, 2019).

Give patients down-to-the-minute 

control over home delivery, increasing 

adherence by 18% and saving >$5,200 

per patient/year (Cognizant, 2020).

Expand the reach of healthcare 

in rural and  underserved 

communities, improving health 

access and outcomes. 

Patients expect personalized and 

on-demand services. Zipline gives 

customers control and visibility over 

their care.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has tasked us with being even 

more nimble and innovative in how we solve complex 

challenges. Fast-tracking our medical drone transport 

capability is just one example of how we’re pioneering in 

the health care industry”
experience

Boost telehealth improve rx adherence

increase access improve patient experience

If your care is patient-centered, shouldn’t your logistics be too?

lower 
cost

Our Mission

flyzipline.com

http://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30100333/
http://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/medication-adherence-in-the-real-world-codex1089.pdf
http://www.flyzipline.com
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the zipline Delivery experience

putting zipline to use across the us healthcare system

 zipline Key stats

investOrs and Partners

On demand delivery with Zipline brings the patient closer than ever before, giving patients control and certainty.

Zipline provides an end-to-end on-demand delivery service that integrates into existing supply chains and care models. 

Patient or provider 
places an order through 
your existing channels.

•	 50-mile service radius

•	 20 minute average delivery time

•	 Can carry 95% of typical outpatient 
prescription shipments

•	 Guaranteed cold chain adherence

Order is fulfilled by 
your pharmacy, a 
partner, or Zipline.

Patient elects instant 
delivery, and chooses 
a 15-minute delivery 
window.

Patient tracks the flight 
in real time and gets an 
alert prior to delivery.

Patient confirms 
receipt of the delivery, 
electronically signing 
for the delivery.

virtual visits Home delivery pharmacy ambulatory & acute supply chain
Enable fully virtual care in the home 
by delivering diagnostic devices and 
prescribed medications

Eliminate barriers to patients 
obtaining medication, increasing 
adherence and access

Offer new types of care closer to your 
patients, from decentralized infusion 
to speciality pharmaceuticals 

50 mile delivery radius

Novant’s North Carolina distribution 
center is capable of serving the 
Charlotte metro area. 

129 Outpatient Facilities

6 Hospitals

2,500,000 People

945,000 Families

15 minute delivery

30 minute delivery

45 minute delivery

Want to learn how on-demand 
delivery can support your 
organization, its patients, and 
providers?

Email us at us@flyzipline.com

mailto:us@flyzipline.com

